
Walking from Melmerby Hall, Kirkbride Hall and Stag Cottage 
 
It is our wish to provide opportunities for our guests to enjoy the delights of the local area. A 
good, more relaxed way comes through walking so we are providing details for a number of walk 
routes that you may like to follow as you are able.  
  
Our walks are set at three levels – Shorter, Medium and 
Longer, with ratings of Easy, Moderate or Strenuous. 
Please appreciate that all the walks are within the 
countryside and depending upon the time of year you 
may have to contend with muddy or waterlogged paths, 
stiles and gates, farm animals, long grass and crops. 
Where possible we will introduce you to local villages 
and on the more strenuous walks to iconic mountain 
landscapes and views. There will be some road walking 
where great care should be taken to keep to the right 
side facing oncoming traffic.  
 
So please be prepared by wearing suitable clothing and bringing food, other supplies and 
equipment.  
 
We’ve currently provided three described walks. The shorter walk has been set to introduce you 
to ‘The Glen’ (private property) which forms part of the Melmerby Hall estate, along with the 
locality in and around Melmerby Village.   
 
The Glen is the wooded valley of Melmerby Beck – a 
water course that, under various names along its 
length, flows from the East Fellside of the North 
Pennines into the River Eden at Little Salkeld. It is also 
part of the managed estate surrounding Melmerby Hall 
which seems to go back to the time of the Mediaeval 
barony of Adam fitz Swein in the reign of C13th Henry 
III. So the wooded landscape of this part of the walk will 
have been formed and re-formed over the centuries as 
part of the estate activities associated with the Hall. You 
will find special trees and woodland landscapes, 
bluebells and other flowers in season, plantation and beck-side planting along with natural 
grasses, flora and fauna. So it’s a place to loiter in and enjoy, although parts may be boggy. 
Melmerby (sandy farmstead or village of a man named Maelmuire (Old Norse)) has some age, 
the ‘by’ in the name suggesting Viking Norse origin. The East Fellside village sits at the foot of 
the North Pennines at the point where one of the historic cross-fell routes enters and leaves the 

Eden Valley. The route, the A686 road which crosses 
Melmerby Green, has been voted one of the most scenic 
in England as it traverses attractive valley and fell country 
between Penrith and Hexham via Alston. It is also the 
product of the famous C19th road builder John McAdam. 
The village has the reputation also as being one of the 
most attractive along the East Fellside – an attraction that 
is set off particularly by the setting of its 11 acre village 
green. Around the green are set some rather individual 
residential and commercial buildings.       
 

The medium level walk leaves Melmerby to explore the countryside to the south which lies in the 
attractive Eden Valley along the East Fellside. The farming of the countryside is largely pastoral 
so it’s important as you walk to respect the sheep and cattle you may come across on your way. 
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The walk passes through the farming hamlet of Shire 
(name used traditionally for ‘division of land’) before 
reaching Ousby (village or hamlet of a man named Ulfr’ 
(Old Norse)).The village as such is rather a sprawl of small 
settlements taking in the hamlets of Bradley, Hole, Shire, 
Row, Rayson Hall and Townhead – each of which is 
identified on the Ordnance Survey map. Some of these 
names rather graphically identify their locations. 
 
Several of the Ousby hamlets are visited on the walk the 
before leaving this ‘spread out’ village a visit to the Parish 

Church of St Luke won’t go unrewarded. The church houses one of only two ‘Crusader Knight’ 
effigies in the country. This one (thought to have been discovered on the nearby fell) is in oak 
and features a cross legged knight, dressed in mail armour and spurs, with a small dog resting at 
his feet. 

  
The return route to Melmerby, which is also used by the 
longer walk passes through more undulating fellside 
country. At one point you will pass by a set of ancient 
cultivation terraces (strip lynchets) which depicts a form 
of farming practice that was carried out in the Middle 
Ages and through until the enclosures. The major 
farming hamlet of Gale Hall is passed beside before the 
walk descends the hillside, with panoramic views across 
the Eden Valley, back into Melmerby.         
 
For the longer and higher walk we head straight onto 
the fells leaving Melmerby along the ancient track route 

to the east. This heads up along the Gale Hall road then 
through forestry to emerge along a typical straight rising 
Pennines fellside track. The walk takes in Cuns Fell – a 
prominent outlying peak from the main North Pennine 
uplands. This is oft quoted locally as a point along a 
major fell run. The highest point of the walk is Meg’s 
Cairn which sits alongside the route of the Maiden Way 
Roman Road. The road auger can be traced here as it 
crosses the peaty watershed at its high point between 
the Eden and South Tyne catchments. Here is the best 
preserved ‘untouched’ section of Roman Road in the UK.  
 
This walk then drops downhill along the route of the Maiden Way to then drop down Ladslack into 
the Eden valley. Here will be found vestiges of former quarry and mine workings, especially for 
lead and limestone. Lower down is one of the best preserved lime kilns in Cumbria. 

 
So, wherever you walk, whether or not along the routes 
selected, you’ll find attractive rural and mountain 
landscape and a surprising number of hamlets, villages 
and farmsteads. The 1:25,000 OS Explorer Maps – “OL5 
– The Eastern Lakes: North Eastern Area” and “OL31 – 
North Pennines” will be great companions for walks or 
exploration of the local area and are well worth acquiring.  
 
Remember, though, that the higher walk may be 
particularly affected from time to time by adverse weather 
conditions, including mist, rain, snow and the notorious 

‘Helm Wind’ (the only named wind in Britain) which can sweep down the fellside with a certain 
cold fury.  
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